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Millencolin - Mystic Reptile
Tom: D
Intro:

Solo 1: (D, A )

Depois das duas vezes fica só a guitarra fazendo esse solinho:

Riff 1: (abafando e soltando muito rápido)

Verso 1: (abafando rápido e soltando no D )
          abafado

    You say that most things in life is for free
    but I doubt you can be

           so stupid that you never see

    I say that you and I will never be the same

    but you you never listen, never listen to what
    I have to say

No final das duas ultimas partes ele faz assim e começa o
outro verso:

     so take my piece of advice

   always         be nice

Segura no A abafado:

Solo 1 (2 vezes) e o mesmo solinho depois.

Verso 2 (do mesmo jeito do verso 1).

Pré refrão.

Ponte:

Bb (pm)          A (pm)
I never asked you to
              D (pm)
ever be with me
                      C (pm)

I hope that you can see
                          Bb
what you have changed me to
                   A
I'll never smile again
                    D
I'll never talk to you
                     C
I hope that you can see
                       Bb
that I don´t want you here
                       A
that I don´t want you here

that I don't want you...

Solo 2(quando ele fala: "that I don't want you here"):

Refrão(2 vezes)
Final(abafado, só o último acorde é solto):

Letra:

You say that most things in life is for free
but I doubt you can be so stupid that you never see
I say that you and I will never be the same
but you you never listen to what I have to say

so take my piece of advice
always be nice

And you always said I'm sorry,
I wonder why you always felt so sorry

You always lie and never do talk clean
you say that I am such afake
I say that you and I will never be the same
but you, you never listen, never listen to what I have to say

so take my piece of advice
always be nice

And you always said I'm sorry,
I wonder why you always felt so sorry

I never asked you to
ever be with me
I hope that you can see
what you have changed me to
I'll never smile again
I'll never talk to you
I hope that you can see
that I don´t want you here
that I don't want you here
that I don't want you...

And you never said I'm sorry,
I wonder why you never said I'm sorry

Acordes


